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May 28, 2013

To Whom it may Concern:

This letter is written as a recommendation for Dr. Jason Carthen for his exceptional

presentation to our sales and management team earlier this year. While I have known

Dr. Carthen in an educational setting prior to this encounter, I had not experienced his skill and

capability in engaging a large group of mid-to-senior sales and leadership team members.

Dr. Carthen's presentation and interactive session, "Million Dollar Selling: How to Increase the

Size of your Sales through Six Key Capacities", was insightful and motivational as he was able to

draw multiple parallels from our pre-discussed points of engagement and key topics and tie

them to real world scenarios and tangible actions which our team could understand, follow and

ultimately put into practice. Dr. Carthen has a contagious, positive nature which both

challenges and stimulates participants. His ability to explain the concept and basic practice of

each key topic while encouraging individual application truly inspired our staff. Each of our

team members came away with the ability to self-evaluate, identify opportunities and set

achievable goals for personal improvement.

In our internal follow up of the session, Dr. Carthen was as highly rated and praised as any

presenter in my tenure and I would not hesitate to recommend him to any organization

considering his firm for a partnership.

Sincerely yours,

ROBERTSON HEATING SUPPLY

Scott Middleton

Vice President, Marketing
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